
00:39:17 Matthieu Kaiser: what about higher highs and lower lows? 

00:39:37 Matthieu Kaiser: thank you 

00:39:44 Matthieu Kaiser: indeed ;-) 

00:42:50 Gianni Di Poce: lower lows is more important because cycles are measured from low to 

lows. Once you take out the low that started the cycle, that cycle is bearish until it ends 

01:08:10 Wyatt Fellows: both 25wma and 34wma are below the 50 wma as well 

01:10:22 Gianni Di Poce: Correct Wyatt 

01:20:14 Vito Mijal-PAsa: How would you count the Elliot on that chart then Kat ?  :) 

01:22:44 Matthieu Kaiser: doesn't the 45d-MA currently correspond to a bearish crossover 

zone? we had a gap down on June 9 

01:33:23 Matthieu Kaiser: that would confirm the rally may well be rejected by this MA 

01:39:22 Gianni Di Poce: Yes that's right 

01:41:18 Martha Geiger: Gianni-  do you think any of that money will go into metals or crypto 

02:05:43 jeff hanus: bitcoin 

02:07:09 Daniel Ineichen:Gianni, what is your YouTube channel? 

02:07:20 Martha Geiger: Thank you.  I'll check You Tube 

02:07:44 Matthieu Kaiser: https://www.youtube.com/c/MerrimanMarketAnalyst 

02:08:24 Daniel Ineichen:thank you, Matthieu! 

02:11:02 Matthieu Kaiser: the main problem for stock indices will likely be the crunch in 

earnings in the coming months 

02:11:59 Matthieu Kaiser: multiples have lowered, not so much earning expectations… 

there's room for downgrade here IMHO 

02:12:00 Wyatt Fellows: my follow up to that question ray is you often like to see divergence of 

indices at bottoms so what if you had a pullback here where the dow holds its low and the snp or nas 

make a new low to finish out their PC's for divergence...just something im gonna watch for if we do pull 

back 

02:13:37 Wyatt Fellows: thanks 

02:14:08 Wyatt Fellows: yes 

02:19:15 Martha Geiger: Would you know of any solar stocks that would be good long term 

investments? 

02:19:41 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Tesla? 

02:21:40 Vito Mijal-PAsa: yes MR G I like TAN to test or past the HIGH 



02:22:05 Martha Geiger: THank you!!! 

02:23:44 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: What about NEO? 

02:25:19 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Thanks Gianni, that was fantastic! 

02:25:26 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Indian 

02:25:34 Maya Bothe: I have lower targets for Tesla 

02:25:40 Eleonore Charrez: Blackrock is short all german stocks, except the german car 

stocks, apparantly 

02:26:06 Martha Geiger: Maya-  how much lower? 

02:26:08 Eleonore Charrez: and all germans are very much into electric cars 

02:26:30 Eleonore Charrez: no more petrol cars as of 2035 

02:26:35 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: yes Maya - what are your targets? 

02:26:53 Maya Bothe: Martha, I don`t want to shock you.. it could be a longer way down. But 

of course with sharp rallies inbetween      

02:27:30 Vito Mijal-PAsa: Problem is with the Battery system in EC  apparently cost a small 

fortune to change 

02:27:41 Eleonore Charrez: well, I hopre for hydrogen cars... 

02:28:30 Martha Geiger: was given a suggestion to look into lithium mines in Venezuela-they 

hold the largest deposiet 

02:28:30 Eleonore Charrez: but it's the most CO2 friendly :) 

02:28:31 Vito Mijal-PAsa: very messy with EC accidents too 

02:28:42 Vito Mijal-PAsa: How are the prices of the Grocery in local Markets over in USA , still in 

Bullish Trend ? :) 

02:28:48 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Thank you everyone!! Thanks Kat 

02:28:48 Martha Geiger: Thaks everyone 

02:28:58 Matthieu Kaiser: thank you 

02:28:59 adam childs: Maybe we should do a cucles research on tan etf 

02:29:00 Rita Perea: Thanks everyone!! 

02:29:02 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Woohoo 

02:29:06 adam childs: cycles 

02:29:09 Eleonore Charrez: thanks !!! have a great Week ! good luck trading ! 



02:29:09 Maya Bothe: Eleonore, regarding Germany.. we are really having an energy problem 

due to the war 

02:29:10 Abhishek Singh: Thanks 

02:29:12 Daniel Ineichen:thank you everyone! very cool 

02:29:15 adam childs: thank you 


